
Take steps to help extend equipment reliability and longevity  
with a Power Care inventory. 

A smart strategy for maximizing 
equipment investments

Healthcare facilities want to do everything possible  
to maximize their investment in diagnostic imaging 
equipment. Part of that is making sure the power supplied 
to these systems is reliable. Many power components and 
devices help ensure the electricity delivered to precision 
equipment is constant, clean and consistent. Clean, 
consistent power helps ensure you have the best system 
operation and equipment reliability and longevity.

What power protection do you have in place?
To determine how susceptible your equipment is to outages, 
surges and interrupts, you need to know what power quality 
assets exist in your facility. Your inventory may include 
uninterruptible power supplies, disconnect panels, automatic 
transfer switches and more. Of course, the condition of these 
links in your facility power chain dictates power reliability.
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Turn to the energy experts 
GE Energy National Service Program (NSP) offers a Power 
Care inventory at no cost. Our highly-skilled NSP technicians 
will determine where your power assets are located and 
record specifications and most recent service. This report  
can be highly valuable because:

•  You know what you have – Consider this inventory  
a comprehensive picture of your power status. Often facility 
managers, senior engineers, and department heads only 
know a portion of your current power story. The inventory 
ensures everyone can see the entire picture.

•   Immediate recommendations – Your inventory will  
include any power recommendations that are a priority.  
Our technicians’ report will reflect any concerns.

•  Savings for you – If your power system requires future 
work, the power inventory report can save valuable time for 
service personnel.

•  Adjustable report – Your custom report can be sorted  
and grouped by location type, date or service  
and where you have, or may need, a service plan.

Power information is power
Your Power Care Inventory can help you extend the life 
cycle of your capital investments throughout your facility. 
This inventory serves as a tool in the process of elimination 
in diagnosing power-related anomalies and in helping you 
pursue electrical use savings. The Power Care inventory 
pursues the goal of giving you confidence in efficient, 
affordable, reliable power throughout your facility.

To learn more about a Power Care inventory and what you 
can do to help ensure clean, consistent power for your 
equipment, contact your GE Healthcare Director of Service  
or a GE Energy Program Manager at 540-915-7428.


